Year 6 Topic Overview Summer Term 2022

Maths
Ratio
• Ratio and fractions
• Introducing the ratio symbol
• Using scale factors
Statistics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read and interpret line graphs
Draw line graphs
Use line graphs to solve problems
Read and interpret pie charts
Draw pie charts using percentages
Finding the mean

Properties of shape
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure with a protractor
Draw lines and angle accurately
Angles on a straight line and around a point
Angles in a triangle including missing values
Draw shapes accurately
Draw and make 3d shapes

English
book: Wonder by RJ Palacio

Types of writing that will be focused on:
• Diary entry
• Biographies
• Stories that raise dilemmas
Grammar:
• Modal verbs
• Formal and informal language
• Parenthesis
• Sub-headings
• Paragraphs

BIG QUESTION:
SUBSIDERY QUESTIONS:
FOCUS: DIVERSITY

The rest of the sessions will be reflecting back at the
areas that the class found most difficult and ensuring
that these are secure before the end of the year.

Science

They will create music through improvisation,
exploring how to write music for a specific purpose,
and they will start to learn more sophisticated
compositional techniques and structures to prepare
for Key Stage 3
Topic (Diversity)

Looking at around six historical and current
figures who have shaped our world and made
change when it was much needed. Celebrating
their changes and understanding why these
were needed to happen at that time as.

•

There will also be a range of books, videos and pictures to aid our
English writing.

Consolidation

Music

Art

Light

•

D.T

•
•

recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines

•

use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain
that objects are seen because they give out or reflect
light into the eye

•

explain that we see things because light travels from light
sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and
then to our eyes

•

use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain
why shadows have the same shape as the objects that
cast them

Designing and building their own
rollercoaster using the idea of potential
and kinetic energy
Making food from different cultures.

Computing
• Using Microbits (programming,
debugging and designing.)

RE
•
•
•
•
•

•

Looking at various artists from around
the world and emulating their artwork
Being architects by looking at creative
buildings that have been designed and
how the shapes and design has
contributed to the effect.

Holy Week
Easter
Pentecost
Belonging to the Church
Community
Prayers in the lives of the
followers of Christ

Real P.E
Focusing on:
•
•
•

Static balance
Coordination
Agility

Knowledge Organiser Summer Term 2022
TOPIC

SCIENCE

Key Vocabulary:

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?

Key Vocabulary:

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?

Diversity

Society

Light

Respect

Culture

Reflect

Refract

Tolerance

Prejudice

Natural and artificial light

Translucent

Unique

Equality

Periscope

Transmit

Fairness

Spectrum

Racism
Discrimination

Opaque
Concave

Star Questions- these are key things to think about.
*What does the word diversity mean?
**Why are we lucky as a country to be so diverse?
*** can you name some key historical movements and who lead them?
**** Why is it important that we treat everyone as equal? Create a poster
that tells me what the word equality means.
***** Can you research about on historical or current figure who have or
are shaping the current world into a more equal world

* What is the difference between natural and artificial light. Can you write
down some examples?
** How fast does light travel? Do you know how long it takes for light to
reach Earth from the Sun.
*** Why does light travel slower through space and objects like glass?
**** Why do objects have certain colours and not show others? What
happens during this process? For example, why is a green apple green?
***** Can you create a diagram that shows how light reaches us and what
happens in our eyes to allow us to see these objects.

The questions are of increasing difficulty, encouraging pupils to be ‘ambitious for the higher gifts’. The four and five star questions are designed to be opened
ended and rely on higher order thinking. Perhaps these questions could form the basis of discussions at home, as well revisiting key knowledge in the first
three star questions.

